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Iceland

Ísland - Fire and Ice
Pronounced “eesland” ( ís is ice). This is definitely the coolest (but not coldest) place you can go on exchange with Otago! 
It's not as frigid as its name suggests, everyone knows Iceland is green and Greenland is ice. The capitol city, Reykjavík (pronounced 
“rake-ya-veek”) enjoys positive temperatures almost the whole year round. On the odd occasion it does drop below 0°C it will rarely 
reach double digits.

Yes they speak English! Though Icelandic (or Íslenska) is the main language, almost everyone except for young children and the 
extreme elderly can speak very good English.

Reykjavík means “smoky bay” in Icelandic. The original Norwegian settlers ~870 AD named it this because of the steam rising from the 
geothermal springs. The country sits atop the diverging North American and Eurasian tectonic plates and the reason it is not underwater 
like the rest of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is because of the Iceland Hotspot. Centred beneath Europe's largest glacier Vatnajökull (“vatna-
yerk-idl”), this suspected mantle-plume is responsible for all the excess volcanism on the island.

Iceland is geological wonderland on a par with Hawaii and New Zealand and is obviously a fantastic place for geologists, but before 
tourism focused on its natural wonders, people came to Iceland for its literature. The legendary Icelandic Sagas are the most famous of 
Icelandic literature, from which it is said J.R.R. Tolkein received much inspiration.

In 2007/2008 Iceland was ranked 1st on the UN's Human Development Index and was a very expensive country to visit. Since the 
2008/2009 financial crisis the value of the Icelandic Krona has plummeted, making my exchange a lot cheaper than what it could have 
been.

There is so much to write about Iceland but I don't want to write the Lonely Planet Guide so I will try and keep this report short and to 
the point. I recommend that you do buy a guidebook of some description as they are great for travelling around the country and learning 
about its history. In this report I mainly want to focus on the whole process leading up to the exchange as there are a few pitfalls, so if 
nothing else, please read the last section 'The Application Process.'

   Dimmuborgir lava fields in the north of Iceland            Strokkur geyser Aurora Borealis over Reykjavík



The main building of the University of Iceland.

Háskóli Íslands - The University of Iceland
Pronounced “how-skolly eeslands”). The University of Iceland (UI) is located in central Reykjavík and is only a short walk from down 
town. It is a relatively small university in comparison to Otago and has a nice atmosphere. The campus facilities are much better than 
Otago, their intranet system 'Ugla' is far superior to Otago's Blackboard, the internet is extremely fast and there is an abundance of 
computer access (even handy access computers which you don't even need a log-in).

Other exchange students come from a huge variety of countries, most of them being from Europe, especially Scandinavia and 
Germany, but there are also a few from the US and Canada.

UI offers a wide range of undergraduate as well as post-graduate courses taught in English, you can search their Course Catalogue 
from the website. There are some set courses you can take (for example Earth Science for exchange students) but it is very flexible and 
you can do a fair share of mixing and matching of courses from all over the spectrum. Many exchange students take a course in 
Icelandic language or culture regardless of their major subject. I personally think you should at least learn basic pronunciation, try to 
learn the different characters before you get to Iceland: Á Ð É Í Ó Ú Ý  Þ Æ Ö

á ð  é í ó  ú  ý   þ æ  ö
If you are a fairly confident scholar the option is also there for you to even take courses that aren't taught in English, I know people who 
spoke no word of Icelandic but took courses in physics and engineering as the textbooks and exams were in English.
Some friends of mine took some courses at Reykjavík University, which offers further courses in English, of which I think there are more 
options for Biology students than UI offers. I am not sure exactly how to organise getting UI credit for a RU course but I'm sure the staff 
at UI will be more than helpful if asked. Be sure to talk to your exchange adviser also, at the end of the day it is up to Otago whether or 
not you can be accredited with a course.

I enrolled to take 4 courses initially so that I met the minimum requirement of 30ects for the semester. However I did not need any extra 
points toward my Otago degree so I dropped Icelandic Culture (but still attended the occasional lecture). I was able to substitute 
'Igneous Petrology' and 'Current Crustal Movements' for the 300 level Otago geology courses 'Igneous Petrology' and 'Tectonics'. I think 
that both courses required fairly little understanding. I did however have to teach myself much of Igneous Petrology from the textbook 
(which is the same used at Otago), but the lecturer has now retired so the course should be taught differently in future.

Regardless of what your major subject is or whether you are doing post-graduate studies I highly recommend taking 'Introduction to the 
Geology and Geography of Iceland' in the Autumn semester. The course is not very difficult but it is highly rewarding. Before other 
classes begin there is a 5 day sight-seeing field trip around the southern coast of Iceland. You will see some amazing parts of the 
country for much cheaper than you would on your own, plus you will easily make a lot of new friends from the exchange community. The 
course runs for a total of about 4 weeks, there are 3 weeks of lectures and then you hand in a brief report and do a 1-week take-home 
exam (which you can do with friends). You can even drop the course after the field trip if you don't want to do the rest!

Tjönin (the pond) in central Reykjavík Geese fossicking beside the frozen Tjönin

http://www.amazon.com/Introduction-Igneous-Metamorphic-Petrology/dp/0132403420
http://www.hi.is/en


General Information
Accomodation: Initially I wanted to live in a flat with either Icelanders or other exchange students. However as I was pressured for time 
with getting all my documents together for my Student Permit application I decided to take the offer from student housing to live in the 
student dormitory Gamli Garður, I don't regret my decision at all. Gamli Garður is situated right on campus, within a 2 minute walk of 
most classes. It is also less than 1km away from the main bus station (BSÍ). Because of the subsidies it is apparently the cheapest 
accommodation you can get. It cost roughly $110 NZ per week which included electricity, hot water and internet access. There are 
cooking facilities on all 3 floors, a laundry facility and a TV room. Rooms are single person, with a small bed, desk, chair, shelves, 
wardrobe and a personal sink! The dormitory is reserved mainly for students from outside the EU, so most of the ~40 others were from 
Canada, China and the US.
For those that do not stay in Gamli Garður I don't think that the costs are much greater. Iceland has a huge deal of cheap, green energy 
from hydroelectric and geothermal sources. Reykjavík's hot water is pumped from a nearby geothermal station. Fresh lake water from 
Þingvellir is heated up and then sulfur is added to stop precipitation clogging the pipes into the city.

Money: The currency of Iceland is the Icelandic Krona (ISK). The exchange rate during my exchange fluctuated between 75 and 90 ISK 
per NZD although one year prior it was 1:60.
Credit cards are accepted everywhere so cash is rarely ever needed, though ATMs can be found everywhere. I never bothered opening 
up an Icelandic bank account, I figured there was too much hassle involved in transferring money from NZ and I didn't want my money 
tied up in a free-falling currency. I used my Westpac credit card for everything, it did incur a 2.5% international fee however transferring 
money from NZ into a bank account would be the same if not greater.
Since the financial crisis (kreppa) Iceland has made a bid to join the EU, so if successful it will probably adopt the Euro. The UK and the 
Netherlands will probably do their best to block Iceland's entry however as Iceland now owes them over £3.1 Billion. Plus Icelanders 
aren't overly keen to join either as they will probably lose much of their fishing rights (fishing being their biggest industry) among other 
things.
Outrageous though it may seem, you may be able to apply for further subsidies from the Icelandic government for being a student. Look 
into it!

Food: Supermarkets will stock fairly familiar food to NZ, though you can also buy some of the weirder foods of Iceland including 
fermented shark, whale, puffin and sheep heads. The cheapest place to buy food is at Bónus supermarkets (yellow buildings with a pig 
as the 'ó'), however if you want a little better selection you might want to visit a place like Hagkaup (orange buildings).
On the whole I though things were priced fairly similarly to NZ (NZ is expensive for food).
Generally fast food is all very American. McDonald's closed down in Iceland while I was there, the cost of importing most of the 
ingredients from Germany was getting too expensive. Subway is still prolific though. Many places do tasty hotdogs and hamburgers.
Be sure to try skyr!

Clothing: Bring merino. The weather is generally similar to Dunedin but it can often be horrendous, with near-freezing horizontal rain. 
Common sense really.  A down-jacket with a waterproof shell over top works pretty well. Don't forget to bring a hat, scarf, gloves and 
thermals. Bring a good pair of hiking boots for exploring the wilderness. You can of course purchase all of this in Iceland, but it will 
probably be cheaper in NZ, or the UK.

Communication: Iceland prides itself in being a very technologically advanced country. Internet is not very hard to come by, many 
shops, cafés and hostels offer free wireless.
Cellular phone coverage is extremely extensive over the entire country, it seems that only the centre of the glaciers miss out. Iceland 
uses the same frequencies of mobile networks as New Zealand, so you will be able to take your phone from NZ as long as it has been 
unlocked. Otherwise I recommend buying a pay-as-you-go phone in the UK from Carphone Warehouse.
There are a few mobile network operators to choose from and each offers similar services with calling rates being generally cheaper 
than NZ. I joined ESN, the Erasmus Student Network during UI's O-week equivalent and got a free SIM card with NOVA, who offered 
free calling and SMS to anyone else on the NOVA network.

Transport: Most everyday places such as supermarkets, banks etc. are all within walking distance of the University. However should 
you need to go further in the city there is a local bus service. It technically costs 180 kr to get on if you don't have a pass, however the 
bus driver doesn't check the amount so you can drop a bunch of 1 kr coins into the bucket and save some money.

Flights:  The cheapest flights into Iceland are with either Iceland Express or Iceland Air. Iceland Express can have cheaper flights but 
Iceland Air flies from a lot more locations in the UK, Europe and North America. I flew to Iceland with Iceland Express from London's 
Gatwick airport and it was a nightmare. I left Iceland with Iceland Air, flew into Glasgow and had no issues whatsoever.

You can get the Flybus to and from Keflavík International Airport into the BSÍ in central Reykjavík, you can book online or pay at either 
end. The trip takes 35-50 minutes depending on traffic.

Sightseeing: Travel around the country can be very expensive in the summer season, even buses. Hitch-hiking is meant to be a good 
way to get around, and camping will reduce accommodation costs significantly (You can pick up cheap tents at various stores in 
Reykjavík). You can even get flights around the country for as cheap as 4000 kr if you are lucky.
You may even find a good deal renting a vehicle from a fellow student if you place an add on Ugla (the uni inter/intranet system), a 
group of friends and I hired a 4WD for only 10000 kr per day.
In the winter season many places and roads will close, especially in the interior of the country. The main 'ring' road around the country 
will always be open though and buses should be reasonably priced in winter.

If you want to go to the famous 'Blue Lagoon' make sure you take your UI student ID card, it will save you a fortune and actually make 
the experience worthwhile, that's if you can get cheap transport out there as it is near the international airport in Keflavík. 

http://www.re.is/Flybus//
http://www.icelandair.com/
http://www.icelandexpress.com/
http://www.carphonewarehouse.com/
http://en.vedur.is/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skyr
http://www.xe.com/ucc/convert.cgi?Amount=1&From=NZD&To=ISK&image.x=57&image.y=7&image=Submit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamli_Gar%C3%B0ur


 Left: Near Hesteyri, on Hornstrandir in the West Fjords

Below: Inside Askja, Iceland's largest volcano. Last erupted 
in 1961. Öskjuvatn is the large crater lake in the background 

and in the foreground is Viti which is a pleasant 23°C

Above: A wintry view of Hallgrímskirkja, Reykjavík's iconic church 
from Gamli Garður. 

Above: One of the thousands of waterfalls in Iceland

Above: Skaftafellsjökull, an outlet glacier of 
Vatnajökull

Right: Jökulsárlón the glacial lagoon where 
Vatnajökull meets the sea



The Application Process
You should follow guidelines in the information pamphlets 'Guide for International Students' and 'How to Apply for a Student Permit in 
Iceland.' These should be in the Student Resource Room in Otago's exchange department otherwise you can download the .pdf 
versions from the University of Iceland's website. Just search for them.
Once Otago has accepted your exchange, your adviser will nominate you to the University of Iceland. Then you should fill out the online 
application form UI will send you. It then takes a few months for them to process all the applications which is rather annoying as you 
cannot really make any progress with your Student Permit application until you have been accepted. I still suggest that you be organised 
prior to this with all the necessary documentation as it can get dangerously close to time you plan to leave NZ.
Don't hesitate to book your flights early because of the acceptance delay, I doubt that UI will ever not accept a student from Otago.

I suggest if you wish to stay in Gamli Garður (the student dormitory on campus) then respond to the accommodation offer (when you get 
accepted to UI) immediately. Availabilities may run out.

The list of things you need to send to Iceland's Directorate of Immigration is outlined in 'How to Apply for a Student Permit in Iceland'. 
Legally** you are not allowed to enter Iceland while your Student Permit application is being processed. A lot of people end up crucially 
delaying their application because they make the same mistake with their Criminal Records. So I have added some helpful notes:

• Completed Application form – Print it off and fill it out.

• A passport sized photo

• Photocopy of your passport – I suggest you scan this and print it off

• Criminal Record Check   – Apply for a copy from the NZ Ministry of Justice. This takes ~20 days. You will also need to ask 
them to forward your criminal record on to the NZ Ministry of Foreign Affairs for it to be apostilled (signed and stamped) which 
costs about NZ$40.

• Medical Insurance – There is a list of accepted Insurance companies however no NZ or Australian companies are on it. I 
suggest getting 'Sickness Cost Insurance' with Sjóvá. In the application process they will set you up with a Kennitala 
(Icelandic social security / ID number) which means that when you get into Iceland you don't have to wait for anything. I found 
the easiest way to pay for insurance was by credit card. I think you may need to have organised your housing in Reykjavik to 
get this.

• Financial Support – Either show you have the required funds with a bank statement (properly signed and stamped from your 
bank), show your student loan payments etc., or do both.

• Housing Certificate – Ask your landlord or University Student Housing department (if you are at Gamli Garður) to send this in 
on your behalf.

• School Confirmation – print off your acceptance letter from UI. You will need to be registered as taking at least minimum full-
time study which is 30ects (credits) per semester (roughly 3 courses). [Once you have your student permit it doesn't matter if 
you drop below 30 credits, they won't find out!]

• Authorisation –  I didn't bother with this.

• Payment Receipt – They will accept bank payments made in equivalent amount of British Pounds and Euros (maybe US 
Dollars also), hopefully your New Zealand bank will be able to make these international transactions for you without too many 
complications.

D-Visa. You do not need to worry about getting a D-Visa if you are a New Zealander (or other 'western' nationality) as you can enter 
Iceland for up to 3 months as a tourist. These are only necessary for those nationalities that aren't normally allowed to visit Iceland on a 
whim.

When you arrive in Iceland you will need to visit the Directorate of Immigration (to get your photo taken etc.) and the National Registry to 
register your address in Iceland and request a Kennitala (which takes a few days) if you have not already got one. You will also need to 
register with the University and you will need your Kennitala to do so.

**You are not legally supposed to enter Iceland while your Student Permit is still being processed (for some stupid and annoying 
reason). However, there is actually nothing stopping you from entering, just don't visit the Directorate of Immigration or National Registry 
until your visa is sorted and they won't know. Otherwise you will have to briefly leave the country in order for them to resume processing 
your Student Permit (once they get the required documents), which is what happened to the other Otago student on exchange with me, 
she flew to Greenland for a week.

The midwinter sun's path 'over' Reykjavík

http://www.gaisma.com/en/location/reykjavik.html
http://www.sjova.is/english.asp?cat=1233
http://www.justice.govt.nz/
http://www.hi.is/en
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29 January 2004 NASA satellite photo of Iceland.
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